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BECAUSE YOU AREBECAUSE YOU ARE PRECIOUSPRECIOUS

Welcome to our exquisite collection of precious stones, where timeless beauty and unparalleled Welcome to our exquisite collection of precious stones, where timeless beauty and unparalleled 
brilliance come together to captivate your senses. Each gem in this carefully curated catalog is a brilliance come together to captivate your senses. Each gem in this carefully curated catalog is a 
testament to nature’s artistry, forged over millions of years to embody rare elegance and luxury.testament to nature’s artistry, forged over millions of years to embody rare elegance and luxury.

Dive into a world of enchantment and wonder as you explore the mesmerizing allure of these Dive into a world of enchantment and wonder as you explore the mesmerizing allure of these 
precious stones, each possessing its unique charm and mystique. Crafted by the Earth’s geological precious stones, each possessing its unique charm and mystique. Crafted by the Earth’s geological 
forces and enriched by human craftsmanship, these gems have been cherished by civilizations forces and enriched by human craftsmanship, these gems have been cherished by civilizations 
throughout history for their symbolic significance and intrinsic value.throughout history for their symbolic significance and intrinsic value.

Indulge your senses in the celestial dance of colors, as the dazzling hues of sapphires, emeralds, Indulge your senses in the celestial dance of colors, as the dazzling hues of sapphires, emeralds, 
and rubies intertwine, leaving you spellbound by their vibrant intensity. Discover the pure elegance and rubies intertwine, leaving you spellbound by their vibrant intensity. Discover the pure elegance 
of diamonds, the epitome of brilliance and refinement, capable of mesmerizing anyone who of diamonds, the epitome of brilliance and refinement, capable of mesmerizing anyone who 
beholds their timeless sparkle.beholds their timeless sparkle.

Our commitment to quality and authenticity is showcased in every piece. Meticulously handpicked Our commitment to quality and authenticity is showcased in every piece. Meticulously handpicked 
from worldwide treasures, each gemstone boasts a unique character, promising an heirloom for from worldwide treasures, each gemstone boasts a unique character, promising an heirloom for 
generations.generations.

CRYSTAL TRANSPARENTCRYSTAL TRANSPARENT



AGATE LILACAGATE LILAC
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Unveil nature’s hidden masterpiece with our Agate Collection. These exquisite gems, naturally formed Unveil nature’s hidden masterpiece with our Agate Collection. These exquisite gems, naturally formed 
within volcanic and metamorphic rock spheres, reveal captivating circular crystal designs when sliced. within volcanic and metamorphic rock spheres, reveal captivating circular crystal designs when sliced. 
Agate was once only reserved for jewelry and objets d’art, our Italian-innovated technique now transforms Agate was once only reserved for jewelry and objets d’art, our Italian-innovated technique now transforms 
these delicate slices into lavish slabs.these delicate slices into lavish slabs.

Our handpicked Agate slabs, meticulously chosen for their unique beauty. Adorning vanity, bar, and coffee Our handpicked Agate slabs, meticulously chosen for their unique beauty. Adorning vanity, bar, and coffee 
tables, these pieces bring timeless opulence to your space. Experience the essence of authenticity and tables, these pieces bring timeless opulence to your space. Experience the essence of authenticity and 
quality as you welcome Agate’s enduring charm into your surroundings.quality as you welcome Agate’s enduring charm into your surroundings.

Explore our exquisite Agate collection and discover the enduring beauty that awaits.Explore our exquisite Agate collection and discover the enduring beauty that awaits.

AGATE PHOENIX GIANT WITH GOLDAGATE PHOENIX GIANT WITH GOLD



AGATE JELLYFISH WITH GOLDAGATE PLATINUM SILVERAGATE PLATINUM SILVER

AGATE PLATINUM SILVERAGATE PLATINUM SILVER

AGATE CRYSTAL WITH GOLDAGATE CRYSTAL WITH GOLD

AGATE JELLYFISH GIANTAGATE JELLYFISH GIANT



AGATE REDAGATE RED

AGATE CEZANNEAGATE CEZANNE

AGATE PURPLEAGATE PURPLE AGATE CEZANNEAGATE CEZANNE



AGATE PINKAGATE PINK AGATE ATENA WITH GOLDAGATE ATENA WITH GOLD



AGATE BLUE GIANTAGATE NATURAL WITH GOLDAGATE NATURAL WITH GOLD

AGATE DELTA GIANTAGATE DELTA GIANT

AGATE LILACAGATE LILAC

AGATE BLUE LIGHTAGATE BLUE LIGHT

AGATE BLUE GIANTAGATE BLUE GIANT

AGATE BLUE DARKAGATE BLUE DARKAGATE BLUE GIANTAGATE BLUE GIANT



AGATE RUBANE WITH GOLDAGATE RUBANE WITH GOLD AGATE SABARAAGATE SABARA



AGATE GREY GIANTAGATE GREY GIANTAGATE GREY GIANT

AGATE GREYAGATE GREY

AGATE PHOENIX GIANTAGATE PHOENIX GIANT

AGATE GREY GIANTAGATE GREY GIANT



AGATE UMBRA WITH GOLDAGATE UMBRA WITH GOLD

AGATE PHOENIX GIANT WITH GOLDAGATE PHOENIX GIANT WITH GOLD

AGATE BLACK DIAMOND WITH GOLDAGATE BLACK DIAMOND WITH GOLD AGATE UMBRA WITH GOLDAGATE UMBRA WITH GOLDAGATE UMBRA WITH GOLDAGATE UMBRA WITH GOLD



CRYSTAL TRANSPARENTCRYSTAL PINKCRYSTAL PINK

CRYSTAL QUARTZCRYSTAL QUARTZ

In the annals of antiquity, the word ‘crystal’ traces its lineage to the Ancient Greek ‘krustallos,’ a In the annals of antiquity, the word ‘crystal’ traces its lineage to the Ancient Greek ‘krustallos,’ a 
term embracing both the pristine purity of ‘ice’ and the resplendence of ‘rock crystal.’ It alludes term embracing both the pristine purity of ‘ice’ and the resplendence of ‘rock crystal.’ It alludes 
to the intricate, ethereal patterns found in the heart of snowflakes and the magnificent allure ofto the intricate, ethereal patterns found in the heart of snowflakes and the magnificent allure of
diamonds. Rock crystals, a clear, colorless quartz, is a gemstone that had been revered for diamonds. Rock crystals, a clear, colorless quartz, is a gemstone that had been revered for 
centuries, often used in fine jewelry as imitation diamonds.centuries, often used in fine jewelry as imitation diamonds.

Our clean crystals have the transparency of glass, and the brilliance of diamonds. The beautiful Our clean crystals have the transparency of glass, and the brilliance of diamonds. The beautiful 
and delicate transparency of each piece makes each of these slabs extraordinary. GLAZE hand and delicate transparency of each piece makes each of these slabs extraordinary. GLAZE hand 
picks clear crystals to be joined together with the highest caliber precision, to form slabs that will picks clear crystals to be joined together with the highest caliber precision, to form slabs that will 
transform your spaces beyond all expectations.transform your spaces beyond all expectations.



CRYSTAL WHITECRYSTAL WHITE CRYSTAL TRANSPARENTCRYSTAL TRANSPARENT



CRYSTAL WHITE WITH GOLDCRYSTAL WHITE WITH GOLD CRYSTAL SMOKYCRYSTAL SMOKY



MOTHER OF PEARLMOTHER OF PEARL
In this curated collection, we present to you the embodiment of opulence – where the classic elegance In this curated collection, we present to you the embodiment of opulence – where the classic elegance 
of Mother of Pearl intertwines with the tapestry of human skill. Also known as nacre, Mother of Pearl is of Mother of Pearl intertwines with the tapestry of human skill. Also known as nacre, Mother of Pearl is 
renowned for its mesmerizing and ever-changing iridescence and charming luster. Painstakingly extracted renowned for its mesmerizing and ever-changing iridescence and charming luster. Painstakingly extracted 
from the heart of mollusk shells, this organic treasure holds a timeless fascination that has graced exquisite from the heart of mollusk shells, this organic treasure holds a timeless fascination that has graced exquisite 
jewelry and artifacts for centuries.jewelry and artifacts for centuries.

MOTHER OF PEARL WHITE RANDOMMOTHER OF PEARL WHITE RANDOM



MOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RANDOMMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RANDOM

MOTHER OF PEARL GOLDENMOTHER OF PEARL GOLDEN

ABALONE GREEN RANDOMABALONE GREEN RANDOM ABALONE GREEN RANDOMABALONE GREEN RANDOMMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RANDOMMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RANDOM



ABALONE GREEN RETROMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RETROMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RETRO

MOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RETROMOTHER OF PEARL BLACK RETRO

ABALONE GREEN RETROABALONE GREEN RETRO

MOTHER OF PEARL WHITE RETROMOTHER OF PEARL WHITE RETRO



TIGER EYE GOLDEN RANDOMTIGER EYE GOLDEN RANDOM

TIGER EYE GOLDEN RETROTIGER EYE GOLDEN RETRO

TIGER EYE BLUETIGER EYE BLUE

TIGER EYE BLUETIGER EYE BLUE



PETRIFIED WOOD CREMO CIRCULARPETRIFIED WOOD CREMO CIRCULAR

PETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETROPETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETRO

PETRIFIED WOOD BLACK & WHITE RETROPETRIFIED WOOD BLACK & WHITE RETRO PETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETROPETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETROPETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETROPETRIFIED WOOD CREMO RETRO



AMETHYST LUX DARKAMETHYST LUX DARKAMETHYST LUX DARKAMETHYST LUX DARK LAPIS LAZULILAPIS LAZULI

AMETHYST LUX DARKAMETHYST LUX DARK

SODALITE COPPERSODALITE COPPER



AMAZONITEAMAZONITE

MALACHITEMALACHITE

JASPER SHELLFLINTJASPER SHELLFLINT

OBSIDIAN WITH GOLDOBSIDIAN WITH GOLD

LABRADORITE BLUELABRADORITE BLUE

OBSIDIAN WITH GOLDOBSIDIAN WITH GOLD

JASPER DESERTJASPER DESERT



“Stones are not just minerals, but repositories of history and stories untold.”



     

Explore and discover more on
 www.glaze.ae/preciousstone 

800 GLAZE (45293)

Timeless Brilliance:
 Unearth the Beauty of Precious Stones


